Manifestation of single macromolecule quantum dynamics in photon distribution function of blinking fluorescence.
Distribution function w(N)(T) for photons created by three-level nanoparticle in time interval T under cw laser excitation is calculated for various methods of photon counting. It is found that each exponential process exp(-lambda(i)t) in quantum dynamics of three-level nanoparticle manifests itself via Poissonian function P(N)(lambda(i)t)=(lambda(i)t)(N) exp(-lambda(i)t)/N! in the photon distribution function w(N)(T). The distribution function w(N)(T) is expressed via two or three integrals of two or three Poissonian functions P(N)(lambda(i)t). The simple mathematical expression for w(N)(T) enables one to calculate photon distribution in blinking fluorescence with on and off intervals. A scaling between photon distribution function w(N)(T) and photoelectric pulse distribution function w(n)(T) is found. Comparison of the theoretical distribution w(n)(T) and the distribution measured in blinking fluorescence of single polymer molecule dPPV-PPyV and complex organic molecule 1,1(')-didodecyl-3,3,3('),3(')-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiI) is carried out. The theoretical distributions are able to describe those found in an experiment.